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1 Goal

Analyze the 4 lowest singlet and triplet excited states of formaldehyde using the Configuration Interaction Singles
(CIS) method with the 6-31G** and 6-31(2+)G** basis sets. Compare the results obtained with each basis. Analyze
the difference between the CIS calculation and the Koopmans’ theorem.

2 Computational Protocol

• Geometry optimization using ωB97X-D/6-31G∗;

• Single point calculation using CIS/6-31G** (10 excited state for each multiplicity);

• Single point calculation using CIS/6-31(2+)G** (10 excited state for each multiplicity).

• Natural Transition Orbital (NTO) analysis of the lowest excited state in the CIS/6-31(2+)G** calculation.

3 Optimized Geometry

Fig. 1: Cartesian coordinates of the optimized geometry of formaldehyde

Fig. 2: Ball and stick representation of formaldehyde
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4 Results

4.1 Molecular Orbitals
6-31G** 6-31(2+)G**

MO ε (a.u.) Sym. Details MO ε (a.u.) Sym. Details
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4.2 Excited states
6-31G**

n E (eV) Transition Λ fl Allowed

1 3.83

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

2 4.65

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

1 0.00 NO
dipole sel. rules

3 4.91

HOMO-1 [b2] (π)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

4 8.62

HOMO-2 [a1] (π)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

5 9.72

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO [a1] (σ∗)

3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

6 9.95

HOMO-1 [a1] (π)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

1 0.001 YES

7 10.27

HOMO-1 [b2] (π)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

1 0.21 YES

8 10.69

HOMO-3 [b1] (π)

→

LUMO [b2] (π∗)

1 0.00 NO
dipole sel. rules
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6-31(2+)G**
n E (eV) Transition Weight Λ fl Allowed

1 3.80

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO+5 [b2] (π∗)

65% 3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

2 4.59

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO+5 [b2] (π∗)

67% 1 0.00 NO
dipole sel. rules

3 4.96

HOMO-1 [b2] (π)

→

LUMO+5 [b2] (π∗)

61% 3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

4 8.20

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO [a1] (Ry − s)

43% 3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

5 8.55

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO [a1] (Ry − s)

51% 1 0.02 YES

6 9.00

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO+3 [a1] (Ry − pz)

38% 3 0.00 NO
spin forb.

8 9.30

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO+3 [a1] (Ry − pz)

46% 1 0.04 YES

9 9.47

HOMO [b1] (Lp)

→

LUMO+2 [b1] (Ry − px)

59% 1 0.1 YES
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4.3 Excited states and wavefunction analysis
Ground State:

Electronic Configuration: (1a1)2(2a1)2(3a1)2(4a1)2(1b1)2(5a1)2(1b2)2(2b1)2

Symmetry = A1, Multiplicity: Singlet
The table below provides summary of electronic configurations for the 8 lowest excited states.

6-31G** 6-31(2+)G**
n Eex (eV) Config-n Sym. Λ n Eex (eV) Config-n Sym. Λ
1 3.83 (2b1)1(2b2)1 A2 3 1 3.80 (2b1)1(3b2)1 A2 3
2 4.65 (2b1)1(2b2)1 A2 1 2 4.59 (2b1)1(3b2)1 A2 1
3 4.91 (1b2)1(2b2)1 A1 3 3 4.96 (1b2)1(3b2)1 A2 3
4 8.62 (5a1)1(2b2)1 B2 3 4 8.20 (2b1)1(6a1)1 B1 3
5 9.72 (2b1)1(6a1)1 B1 3 5 8.55 (2b1)1(6a1)1 B1 1
6 9.95 (5a1)1(2b2)1 B2 1 6 9.00 (2b1)1(7a1)1 B1 3
7 10.27 (1b2)1(2b2)1 A1 1 8 9.30 (2b1)1(6a1)1 B1 1
8 10.69 (1b1)1(2b2)1 A2 1 9 9.47 (2b1)1(3b1)1 A1 1

4.4 CIS versus Koopmans theorem

6-31G** 6-31(2+)G**
n ECIS (eV) EKoopm. (eV) n ECIS (eV) EKoopm. (eV)
1 3.83 15.65 1 3.80 14.48
2 4.65 15.65 2 4.59 14.48
3 4.91 18.29 3 4.96 17.12
4 8.62 21.39 4 8.20 12.44
5 9.72 18.50 5 8.55 12.44
6 9.95 21.39 6 9.00 12.87
7 10.27 18.29 8 9.30 12.44
8 10.69 22.53 9 9.47 12.79

4.5 Natural transition orbitals
6-31(2+)G∗∗

n Eex (eV) NTOs σ2

1 3.80

Hole

→

Particle

0.997
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5 Analysis

• The two basis sets differ by the 2 sets of diffuse functions for heavy atoms in 6-31(2+)G**. The shapes of
the occupied orbitals are not affected by the presence of the diffuse functions and have clear valence character:
HOMO-1 is π and HOMO is lone pair mixed with σCH . However, their energies (and, consequently, Koopmans’
IEs are). The virtual orbitals change their shapes and energies significantly upon the addition of the diffuse
functions. In the small basis set, we can clearly identify LUMO as π∗; the rest of the virtual orbitals look like
valence orbitals with some mixture of the Rydberg character. In the basis with diffuse functions, all 5 LUMOs
acquire diffuse character. One can still identify LUMO+5 as π∗ with some mixture of diffuse functions, but
LUMO—-LUMO+4 are clear Rydberg orbitals. Their energies are much lower than the energy of the valence
π∗ in the small basis. This is because diffuse orbitals correspond to the states of electron which are only weakly
interacting with the core. In the limit of the complete basis set saturated with diffuse functions the energy of
LUMO will be zero (free electron). However, as the excited-state calculations show, low-lying diffuse virtual
orbitals do not necessarily mean that all lowest excited states become Rydberg (some do and some don’t).

• The inclusion of diffuse functions in the basis set allows one to describe states with Rydberg character, however,
it has a relatively minor effect on the energies of the valence states. The analysis of state characters in the
diffuse bases becomes difficult, as most states show several leading amplitudes. This does not mean that the
states change their character. The true state character can be unambiguously assigned by using NTO analysis.

• As one can see, the CIS excitation energies of states 1-4 are not strongly affected by diffuse functions, whereas
the energies of states 4-8 do change a lot. This suggests that states 1-4 are likely to be of valence character and
states 4-8 are true Rydberg states.

• The NTO analysis of the lowest state clearly shows that this state has very simple lp → π∗ character (99.7%
weight), which is somewhat obscured when one looks at the canonical HF MOs (where the weight of the leading
amplitude is only 65% and the orbital looks more diffuse).

• Koopmans theorem predictions are not quantitative and have errors of ∼10 eV. This is because the interaction
between the hole and excited electron is neglected. In the small basis, Koopmans theorem predicts relative state
ordering (in the singlet and triplet manifolds) almost 100% correctly, but in the diffuse bases it is completely
useless because lowest orbitals become Rydberg, but the lowest excited states retain their valence character.


